












DCD Awareness Week 2022

THE ASSUMPTION
—    ABOUT DCD    —

THE REALITY
—    OF DCD    —

They are just 
bad at sport

Motor coordination is required for much more 
than sport!

 
Self-care (e.g. dressing), navigating road 

crossings, driving, cooking, writing, moving in 
crowds....

 
Most everyday tasks require some level of 
coordination, so the implications of having 

DCD are much broader than having difficulty 
with sport.



DCD Awareness Week 2022

THE ASSUMPTION
—    ABOUT DCD    —

THE REALITY
—    OF DCD    —

They will 
catch up. 

Maybe the 
just need 

more practice.

DCD is a lifelong disorder.
 

Some skills can improve with the right 
interventions, but those improvements 

typically don't transfer to other skills in the 
way they would for someone without DCD.



DCD Awareness Week 2022

THE ASSUMPTION
—    ABOUT DCD    —

THE REALITY
—    OF DCD    —

They don't 
want to 

participate in 
PE classes

PE classes can be a minefield for a child with 
DCD. But with a greater emphasis on 

participation over skill, and by providing 
opportunities for success through task 

modification or alteration, children with DCD 
can thrive in PE.

 
And remember, people with DCD are 
individuals and some might love PE 

regardless.



DCD Awareness Week 2022

THE ASSUMPTION
—    ABOUT DCD    —

THE REALITY
—    OF DCD    —

They are lazy 
in the 

classroom, or 
aren't trying 
hard enough.

Individuals with DCD can tire easily.
Often they have to work much harder, both 

cognitively and physically, to achieve the 
same result as peers.

 
Consider spacing tasks out to give them time 

to recharge when needed.



DCD Awareness Week 2022

THE ASSUMPTION
—    ABOUT DCD    —

THE REALITY
—    OF DCD    —

They are just 
clumsy. Is that 

even a 
disability?

Yes, DCD is a disability.
 

Research is showing us, for example, that 
individuals with DCD have differences in the 

way their brain fires during activities.



DCD Awareness Week 2022

THE ASSUMPTION
—    ABOUT DCD    —

THE REALITY
—    OF DCD    —

Being 'clumsy' 
doesn't really 
matter long-

term.

Actually, it does.
 

Having DCD puts a person at greater risk of 
poor mental and physical health outcomes if 

appropriate interventions and support are 
not provided.
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